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Is it a Subscription-Based IT 

Arrangement (SBITA)? 

Step 1 

Does the contract provide the agency with 

the right to use a vendor’s1 software?2 

(Examples: SaaS, IaaS, PaaS, ERP systems) 

Step 2 

Is the contract for IT software alone 

or in combination with a tangible 

capital asset? 
Step 3 

Is the cost of the software component 

insignificant when compared to the cost 

of the underlying tangible asset(s)? (For 

example, a copy machine.) 

Step 4 

Is the contract a licensing arrangement that provides a 

perpetual license to use a vendor’s software?3
  

Step 5 

Is the maximum term of the contract, including any 

options to extend, 12 months or less?4
  

Not a SBITA 

Potential Right-to-Use Lease 

(GASB 87) 

Contact SAO Accounting Division 

Not a SBITA, but software may 
need to be capitalized if cost 

exceeds $5,000 per Fixed Asset 
Capitalization Threshold 

Contact SAO Accounting Division 

Short‐term SBITA 
SBITA. Continue to 

Page 2 to determine 
how to account for it. 

YES 

NO 

ALONE 
YES NO 

YES NO 

YES NO 

1A vendor is external to State Government or is a Component Unit (WyDOT, UW, WRS, WBC, WEA, WCDA, WLC), but cannot be 
another State agency. 
2For magazine, journal, & research subscriptions, the answer depends on whether you are primarily paying for the content or the 
software. For example, software that allows users to easily search through laws, which can be read for free, is primarily software. 
Whereas, the Wall Street Journal cannot be read without a subscription and is primarily content. 
3If the software would continue to work and the agency still has access to it if you stopped making payments, then it is likely a  
perpetual license or an internally developed software, both of which are excluded from GASB 96. 
4The maximum term should not include periods where both parties have the option to terminate without permission from the other 
party or periods where both parties have to agree to extend. 
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How do I account for my Subscription-

Based IT Arrangement (SBITA)? 

Does the sum of fixed payments over the 

subscription term and capitalizable  

implementation costs exceed $100,000? 

YES NO 

Does the contract include any variable 

payments, which are based on usage or 

performance of the software? 

Capitalize SBITA contract 

Complete the GASB SBITA Template’s 
Input, Output, and Note Disclosure tabs7 

YES NO 

No special  

reporting  

requirements 

If the variable payments 
are $100,000 or more dur-
ing the fiscal year, report 
on the Variable Payments 

Log Form6 

Does the contract include any  

capitalizable implementation costs? 

Accumulate costs and enter 
into the Input tab7 to add to 

the initial asset value on 
amortization schedule 

Does the contract include any variable 

payments, which are based on usage or 

performance of the software? 
CONTINUE 

YES NO 

No special reporting  

requirements 
Include these payments on 

the Note Disclosure tab7 

5Commencement occurs when the initial implementation stage is completed (e.g., the SBITA is configured, tested, and made com-
patible with a government's existing IT), at which time the government has obtained control of the right to use the underlying IT 
assets, and, therefore, the subscription asset is placed into service.  

6Located in the Contract Review Log and the GASB96 SBITA Template Workbook. Both workbooks are required to be completed. 
Contact the SAO Accounting Division with any questions. 

7Located in the GASB96 SBITA Template Workbook. Contact the SAO Accounting Division with any questions. 

Has the subscription term commenced?5 

YES 

NO 

Report payments made associ-
ated with the SBITA, as well as 

capitalizable costs on the 
Pre-Payments Log6 

CONTINUE 

YES NO 


